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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A. The sweet spots

In this section we revisit the ‘sweet spots’ mentioned
in the main text. The ‘sweet spots’ describe locations
in the phase diagram where both MZM and MPM are
localized on one or two sites, i.e. the correlation length
vanishes. Let us provide a simple analytical approach to
deriving these sweet spots. First, let us denote each Dirac
Fermion operator c by two Majorana operators a and b
on each site. Formally we substitute 2cn = an + ibn with
{an, bm} = 0 for all n and m and a2

n = b2n = 1. (These are
related to ~γ introduced in the main text by an = γ2n−1,
bn = γ2n.) Then the model becomes

H0 = −i π
T
λ0

N−1∑
n=1

an+1bn H1 = −i π
T
λ1

N∑
n=1

anbn, . (1)

This model is depicted in Fig. 1.
We note that application of e−iH0T/2 with λ0 = 1/2 ex-

changes the positions of bn and an+1 for n = 1, 2, . . . , N−
1. Indeed, defining

U0 ≡ e
π
4

∑N−1
n=1 bnan+1 = ΠN−1

n=1 B
n
0 , B

n
0 = e

π
4 bnan+1 , (2)

one can readily check that

Bn0
†bnB

n
0 = an+1 and Bn0

†an+1B
n
0 = −bn. (3)

Notice that Bn0 and Bm0 commute for n 6= m. Similarly

U1 ≡ e
π
4

∑N
n=1 anbn = ΠN

n=1B
n
1 , and Bn1 = e

π
4 anbn , (4)

and

Bn1
†bnB

n
1 = an, and Bn1

†anB
n
1 = −bn. (5)

These operations are depicted in Fig. 1. The arrow indi-
cates which Majorana operator acquires the minus sign.
For example, in the application of U1 (green arrows in
Fig. 1), bn → an as the arrow directed from bn to an
while an → −bn.

FIG. 1. The Hamiltonian Eq. (1). Red links represent

H0, and green links H1. An application of U0 ≡ e−iH0T/2

with λ0 = 1/2 exchanges the positions of the MZM bn and
an+1 yielding bn → an+1 and an+1 → −bn. Similarly,
U1 ≡ e−iH1T/2 with λ1 = 1/2 carries out the transforma-
tion an → bn and bn → −an. The four sweet spots (indicated
by crosses in the left panel of Fig. 1 of the main text) are
obtained by successive application of U0, U1 and the iden-
tity operator (i.e., a vanishing Hamiltonian for time T/2)

I = e−iH0T/2 = e−iH1T/2 with λ0 = λ1 = 0. The trivial
phase is obtained with the application of IU1. The MZM
phase, which contain MZM only, is obtained with the appli-
cation of U0I. The MPM phase, which has only π modes,
is obtained with the application of U0U

2
1 . Finally, the MZM

and MPM phase, having both zero and π Majorana modes is
obtained with the application of U2

0U1. Notice that the ap-
plication of U0(1) twice is equivalent to taking e−iH0(1)T/2 but
now with λ0(1) = 1.

Using these observations, and the identity operator
(a vanishing Hamiltonian for T/2) I = e−iH0T/2 =
e−iH1T/2 with λ0 = λ1 = 0, it is now straightfor-
ward to identified the operation of the Floquet operator
UF = e−iH0T/2e−iH1T/2 at the sweet spots in the various
phases.

1. 1. Trivial

The trivial phase is obtained with the application of
IU1 (corresponding to λ0 = 0, λ1 = 1/2) then:

an
I−→ an

U1−−→ −bn and bn
I−→ bn

U1−−→ an
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for n = 1, . . . , N . So that in the subspace spanned by an
and bn the operator ~vn · (an, bn)T evolves into (ŪF~vn) ·
(an, bn)T , with

ŪF =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
= iσy,

having eigenvalues ±i = e±iεnT with quasi-energies εn =
±π/(2T ) for all n, which are not corresponding to Majo-
rana modes, occurring at quasi-energies zero or π/T .

2. 2. MZM

The phase with MZM only at the two ends of the wire
is obtained with the application of U0I (corresponding to
λ0 = 1/2, λ1 = 0) then:

an+1
U0−−→ − bn

I−→ −bn and bn
U0−−→ an+1

I−→ an+1,

for n = 1, . . . N − 1. So that in the subspace spanned by
an+1 and bn (for n = 1, . . . , N − 1) we find, similarly to
the trivial case, quasi-energies ±π/(2T ), but the Majo-
rana operators a1 and bN remain unchanged, establishing
the presence of two MZM modes which are localized on
one site. In the subspace spanned by a1 and bN we find
that ŪF is the identity matrix with eigenvalues 1 = eiεT ,
and two quasi-energies ε = 0.

3. 3. MPM

The phase with MPM only at the two ends of the wire
is obtained with the application of U0U

2
1 corresponding

to λ0 = 1/2, λ1 = 1; notice that the application of U0(1)

twice is equivalent to taking e−iH0(1)T/2 with λ0(1) = 1,
and results in the multiplication of the Majorana opera-
tor by −1. Then,

an+1
U0−−→ −bn

(U1)2−−−→ bn, and

bn
U0−−→ an+1

(U1)2−−−→ −an+1,

for n = 1, . . . N − 1. So that in the subspace of an+1 and
bn (for n = 1, . . . , N − 1) we find ŪF = −iσy, and simi-
larly to the trivial case the corresponding quasi-energies
±π/(2T ). The Majorana operators a1 and bN are special:

a1
U0−−→ a1

(U1)2−−−→ −a1 and

bN
U0−−→ bN

(U1)2−−−→ −bN .

In the subspace of a1 and bN we find that ŪF is equal to
the negative of the identity matrix whose two eigenvalues
are −1 = eiεT , and two quasi-energies ε = π/T . This
corresponds to MPMs localized at the first and last site
of the system.

4. 4. MZM and MPM

The phase with MZM and MPM at the two ends of
the wire is obtained with the application of U2

0U1 (corre-
sponding to λ0 = 1, λ1 = 1/2.) then:

an
(U0)2−−−→ −an

U1−−→ bn and

bn
(U0)2−−−→ −bn

U1−−→ −an,

for n = 2, . . . N −2. In the subspace of an and bn we find
ŪF = iσy with quasi-energies ±π/(2T ). The Majorana
operators a1, b1 and aN , bN are special:

a1
(U0)2−−−→ a1

U1−−→ −b1,

b1
(U0)2−−−→ −b1

U1−−→ −a1,

aN
(U0)2−−−→ −aN

U1−−→ bN , and

bN
(U0)2−−−→ bN

U1−−→ aN .

In the subspace of a1 and b1 we find that ŪF = −σx
with eigenvalues ∓1 = eiεT , and two quasi-energies
ε = π/T and ε = 0. The corresponding eigen-oprators

are (a1 + b1)/
√

2 and (a1 − b1)/
√

2, respectively. Simi-
larly, in the subspace of aN and bN we find that ŪF = σx
with eigenvalues ±1 = eiεT , and two quasi-energies ε = 0
and ε = π/T , and the corresponding eigen-oprators are

(a1 + b1)/
√

2 and (a1 − b1)/
√

2, respectively. We there-
fore find Majorana zero and π modes as symmetric and
anti-symmetric superpositions of the elementary Majo-
rana operators at the first and last sites of the system.

B. Local time-translation symmetry breaking

As discussed in the main manuscript, we couple nearby
MZMs and MPMs by introducing a local operator Upert

after every two elementary Floquet cycles. In the
case where there is no adiabatic change of the drive
parameters, this amounts simply to changing UnF to(
U2
FUpert

)n/2
.

To confirm this picture, we turn to numerical simula-
tions, which we perform using established techniques [1].
We compute the spectrum of the operator UF (δ)2Upert,
where UF (δ) is the Floquet operator of Eq. 2 of the main
text with the parameters chosen inside phase 4 which ex-
hibits both zero and π modes, and Upert acting only on
one half of the system. Specifically, we choose

Upert(λpert) = eiTH(Tµi=λpert,Twi=λpert,T∆i=−λpert), (6)

where µi, wi and ∆i are non-vanishing only in the right
half of the system. For λpert = 0, time-translation sym-
metry for a single Floquet cycle is restored and the sys-
tem will exhibit two localized and uncoupled modes at
each end. However, when λpert > 0, the (0 and π) modes
at the right end split, while the MZM and MPM at the
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left remain as the only unsplit modes. This behavior is re-
flected in the spectrum shown in Fig. 2, which shows the
lowest (in absolute value) quasi-energies of UF (δ)2Upert

for two choices of λpert. Due to particle-hole symme-
try, the positive and negative quasi energies mirror each
other. For the unperturbed case, λpert = 0, we find that
four eigenvalues approach zero exponentially as the sys-
tem size is increased. Upon perturbing the system, two of
them saturate to a value of order λpert, while the others
continues to decrease exponentially with the same expo-
nent that governed the unperturbed case.

A subtle point arises if both a perturbation that breaks
time-translation symmetry is present, and the Floquet
drive is slowly changed to move phase boundaries as de-
scribed above. In that case the Floquet unitary of a single
cycle is UF (s) with s a slowly changing parameter such
that consecutive cycles are described by UF (s′)UF (s)
with s′−s = 1/Ns. When adding a perturbation Upert to
this, it is important that the parameter s is still changed
in every step, i.e. the perturbed evolution over two cycles
is UpertUF (s′)UF (s). The perturbation will still be effec-
tive as long as UF (s) and UF (s′) are sufficiently close.
While it may appear more natural to change the param-
eter s only every two cycles when inserting the pertur-
bation, such a protocol would inadvertently introduce an
additional half-frequency perturbation which may lead to
errors even in the limit of Ns → ∞. Similar corrections
may be explicitly exploited to perform certain geometric
quantum gates [2, 3].
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FIG. 2. Quasi energies closest to zero for Floquet evolutions
over two cycles for a system of length L in phase 4 (δ =
0.09) for different strengths of time-translational symmetry
breaking perturbations applied the right end of the system.
Left, right panel show the case of a very weak (λpert = 2 ·
10−3) and moderate perturbation (λpert = 0.1), respectively.
In the unperturbed case, each level is two-fold degenerate
corresponding to two MZMs and two MPMs. In the perturbed
case, since the pair of MZM and MPM at the right end of
the system is split, only the MZM and MPM at the left end
remains. Notice that when λpert 6= 0 the period is doubled,
and as a result the MZMs and MPMs both get folded to the
vicinity of ε = 0.
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FIG. 3. Diabatic errors for two different values of Ns (left
panel: Ns = 125, right panel: Ns = 500) as a function of δ,
the deviation from the critical point, for different strengths
of the perturbation used to split the extra pair of MZM and
MPM, λpert. δ = 1 corresponds to the limit of vanishing
correlation length. System size is L = 120. It is important
to note that δ controls the correlation length and the spectral
gap, and therefore also bounds the gap induced by the pertur-
bation. For the system size used here, finite-size corrections
are less prevalent than diabatic errors.

C. Numerical methods

We now review the method by which we calculate the
time evolution of the system. In any time step our Hamil-
tonian is bilinear in the Majorana operators γi and we
write its general form as

Hij(t) = ~γT J̄~γ (7)

where ~γ is a column vector of Majorana operators and
J̄ is an antisymmetric imaginary matrix. (We denote
matrices of c-numbers with an overbar.) The time evo-
lution operator contains an exponent of the Hamiltonian
and acts on the Majorana operators. Let us denote by
~vj the eigenvectors of J̄ with corresponding eigenvalues
vj . We can express any linear combination of Majorana

operators as V = ~V · ~γ =
∑
j αj~vj · ~γ. The action of the

evolution operator

Ut = exp
(
it~γT J̄~γ

)
on V can be written as [4]:

UtV U
−1
t =

(
Ūt~V

)
· ~γ (8)

Ūt = exp
(
4itJ̄

)
, (9)

Note that the factor of 4 stems from the anticommu-
tation relations of Majorana operators {γi, γj} = 2δij .
Given the Hamiltonian in each time step, we exponenti-
ate the matrices J̄(t) for each step and multiply them in
the correct order to obtain the full time evolution oper-
ator.
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D. Parametric dependence of the diabatic errors

We numerically find that the parameters that control
the diabatic errors – system size L, number of steps in
which the modes are moved Ns, de-tuning from the criti-
cal point δ and perturbation strength λpert – can exhibit
very complicated interplay. Consider, for example, the
position in the phase diagram, which we control through
the distance to the critical point, δ. This parameter di-
rectly or indirectly affects many physical properties of
the system and can thus have a complicated effect on the
results. Its primary role is to control the spectral gap
of the unperturbed Floquet operator and the correlation
length of the system. This correlation length controls
the exponent with which the hybridization between pairs
of MZMs and pairs of MPMs falls off as the distance
between them is increased (see also Fig. 2), and thus ex-
ponentially affects the splitting. At the same time, since
it sets the gap of the undriven Floquet operator, which
also bounds the local splitting between MZMs and MPMs
that the perturbation can incur, it controls diabatic cor-
rections.

We highlight some of this complicated interplay in
Fig. 3. We observe that for small Ns (left panel), the
error is largely independent of δ, i.e. how close the sys-
tem is to the fixed point of vanishing correlation length
(which corresponds to δ = 1). For larger Ns, the er-
ror decreases as δ is increased, i.e. the system is tuned
closer to the ”sweet spot”. However, in this regime we
find that the dependence on system size is very weak
(not shown). We conclude from this that the finite-size
errors, in particular coming from hybridization between
the MZMs and MPMs, are small compared to diabatic
errors. The diabatic errors are controlled by the interplay
of Ns and the minimal relevant gap, which depending on
the parameters can be either the bulk gap (controlled by
δ) or the gap induced between MZMs and MPMs in the
perturbed region, which depends on both δ and λpert.

E. Electrostatic driving

The model described in the main manuscript assumes
that all parameters of the Hamiltonian can be controlled
in a time-dependent fashion. However, in more realistic
situations, one would like to have to control fewer pa-
rameters. A particularly attractive scenario is to leave
the pairing and the hopping time independent and vary
only the on-site potential µ on each site, which in many
potential realizations of p-wave superconductors is easily
done. For example, in solid-state realizations, one can
imagine driving the gates controlling the electrostatic en-
vironment. A more direct realization of the Kitaev chain
can be implemented by a chain of superconducting quan-
tum dots [5–7], where the potential can be tuned locally
for each dot. As we show below, from a theoretical point
of view tuning only the chemical potential is equally vi-
able as the model described in the main manuscript, ex-

cept that such a model does not exhibit the ”sweet spot”
parameters with zero correlation length for the MZMs
and MPMs. We will discuss how adding the control of
an additional parameters allows tuning into the sweet
spot regime in section Suppl. F.

In this section we study a Floquet model in which the
Kitaev Hamiltonian is applied over a period T where the
chemical potential µ is varied from a value of µ1 in one
part of the cycle to a value µ2 in the remaining part. The
Floquet operator reads:

U = e−iH1T1e−iH2T2 (10)

Hj =
∑
i

[
− µjc†i ci −

w

2

(
c†i ci+1 + h.c.

)
+

∆

2
(cici+1 + h.c.)

]
, (11)

where the total Floquet period is T = T1 + T2. One
can find the topological invariants of the above system
by considering a ring with periodic boundary conditions
and noting that at the time-reversal invariant momen-
tum points k = 0, π the two parts of the Floquet op-
erator commute since the order parameter vanishes. At
these points the quasi-energy is simply the time averaged
kinetic energy shifted into the first Floquet zone. This
allows us to simplify the general formula of Ref. 8 and
write:

Q0 = (−1)bEk(k=0)Tc+bEk(k=π)Tc

= (−1)b(−µ1+w)λT+(−µ2+w)(1−λ)Tc

× (−1)b(−µ1−w)λT+(−µ2−w)(1−λ)Tc (12)

Q0 ·Qπ = (−1)bEk(k=0)2Tc+bEk(k=π)2Tc

= (−1)b(−µ1+w)λ2T+(−µ2+w)(1−λ)2Tc

× (−1)b(−µ1−w)λ2T+(−µ2−w)(1−λ)2Tc. (13)

Here, Ek(k) = 1
T

∫ T
0

(εk(t) − µ(t))dt is the kinetic en-
ergy averaged over a period T and we defined the func-
tion bxc = floor(x/2π) that counts the number of times
the band was folded back into the Floquet zone. It can
be checked that Q0 yields −(+)1 when zero energy is
intersected by an odd(even) number of bands of the ki-

netic energy Ek(k) folded back into the first Floquet zone.
Therefore, Q0 = −1 corresponds to the topological phase
with MZMs. In Eq. (13) we consider doubling the period
which folds back the MPMs to zero energy. The quantity
Q0Qπ then counts the combined parity of pairs of MZMs
and MPMs. Note that the first line in each invariant
is more general then our stroboscopic model and can be
applied to any time dependent Kitaev Hamiltonian. In
addition to the stroboscopic time dependence of Eq. (10),
we also consider time dependent systems where the chem-
ical potential is of the form µ(t) = µ0 + µc cos(Ωt).

Fig. 4 shows the phase diagram of the stroboscopic
model when the total period T is varied as well as the
relative length of the first part of the period, λ = T1/T .

While Eqs. (12),(13) give us the topological invariants
they do not predict the size of the gap which is impor-
tant for the accuracy of our procedure. We therefore look
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FIG. 4. The phase diagram of the stroboscopic Kitaev model
when only the chemical potential µ varies between two values,
µ1 = −0.5w and µ2 = w. Both the total time T and the
relative first part of the period λ = T1/T are varied.

FIG. 5. The quasienergy spectrum of a finite chain in the
Floquet-Majorana model (left y-axis) together with the topo-
logical invariants (right y-axis). The times T1 and T2 are set
to 0.45, ω = 1, µ1 = 2 and µ2 is scanned.

at the stroboscopic model with an example of parameter
choice where T1 = T2 = T/2, µ1 = 2/T and varying µ2.
This gives us all three phases needed for our exchange
procedure while the fourth one (a trivial phase) can be
achieved by making µ1 = µ2 = 2/T such that the sys-
tem is at the trivial equilibrium phase. Fig. 5 shows all
quasienergies of a finite chain (of 80 sites) as a function of
the changing µ2, together with the topological invariants
Q0 and Qπ.

Likewise we model a sinusoidal time dependent chem-
ical potential and arrive at similar results. The
quasienergy spectrum is obtained by discretizing time,

i.e. calculating the time evolution over a period as the
product of evolution operators over small time slices. The
results are shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. The quasienergy spectrum of a finite chain in the
Floquet-Majorana model (left y-axis) together with the topo-
logical invariants (right y-axis). The parameters are T = 1.2,
ω = 1 and µ(t) = µ̄+ µ1 cos(Ωt) with µ1 = 3.

F. Sweet spot regime tuning with 2 parameter
control

In chains of superconducting quantum dots where both
the chemical potential and the tunnel coupling can be
controlled the limitation to a single-parameter control is
not required. This allows to tune into the sweet spot
regime of each phase where the bands of the continuum
states become flat. Narrow bands are useful to exploit
prethermalization which avoids possible heating effects in
the driven system (see, e.g., Ref. [9]). Indeed, when the
available energy exchange with a single particle is limited
by the band width, high-order multi-particle processes
are required to relax energy between Floquet zones. For
weak interactions, relaxation processes then become ex-
ponentially suppressed in the ratio of the bandwidth to
the drive frequency. Figure 4 already suggests that tun-
ing w and λ allows to access the entire phase diagram.
More explicitly, Fig. 7 shows the phase diagram of a
stroboscopic drive protocol (see. Eq. (10)) with fixed
T1 = T2, µ1 as a function of w and µ2. The result is
similar to the phase diagram in the main text Fig. 1 with
sweet spots residing in the center of the diamonds of a
particular phase. Note that similar to section Suppl. E,
it is only the chemical potential term that is driven on
the fast time scales of a Floquet period. The hopping
parameter w would only need to be changed slowly to
accomodate the braiding procedure.
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